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Big Bee: Hair Recognition & Quantification

The Cheadle Center for Biodiversity and Ecological Restoration (CCBER) is working with our capstone 
team to continue the research and understanding of bee ecology through image and trait digitalization.

Bee species are decreasing in both number and diversity. As important pollinators, bees are responsible for 
creating and maintaining the ecosystems that many animals and humans rely on. Examining their physical 
traits and the differences between species will allow us to study the resiliency of different bees using 
computer vision and machine learning.

We worked with 550 high resolution lateral bee images that were gathered from various institutions for 
the Bee Library, an online repository of bee image, trait, and specimen data.
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● QR Code Scanner & MetaData Extractor
○ Smaller sample of bee images that included 

barcode and specific metadata
○ Using binarization to convert 

grayscale into black and white

● U-Net + Transfer Learning
○ Manually created a bee binary mask dataset 

using Photoshop.
○ Used data augmentation techniques to create a 

300x300 cropped bee hair mask image dataset 
of the original bee images

● Entropy Analysis
○ Uses lateral images of bees
○ Preprocessing

■ Removing pollen grains and other artifacts

Develop Python 
scripts that can 

extract EXIF data 
from an image file 

and rename the 
images by reading 
the QR/Datamatrix

Create different 
models that can 

quantify the 
number of hair 
on a given bee 

image 

Extend our 
findings and 

methods to be 
accessible to 
partnering 
institutions 

and 
researchers

● QR Code Scanner - Python Script
○ Uses binarization, adaptive thresholding, and contours
○ Input: Folder of images with QR/Datamatrix codes
○ Output: Folder of images renamed by reading of decoded 

code
○ Uses CV2, Pyzbar, Pylibdmtx

● MetaData Extractor - Python Script
○ Input: Folder of images containing metadata 
○ Output: CSV containing relevant exif data for each 

image

● U-Net + Transfer Learning
○ Used pre-trained U-Net for semantic segmentation task
○ Hand crafted ground truth image set of hair/bee masks
○ Takes a set of pre-trained weights from a similar task 

done on a different dataset and applies learned features to 
our own dataset for further training

○ Two separate models to quantify hair density

● Entropy
○ Per-pixel measure of local information variance
○ Average entropy of three color values (RGB)
○ Works best when images have little to no shine
○ Tested accuracy by binning 50 images

■ Script ran for full and cropped images
■ Split into few hair, middle hair, and high hair
■ Comparing entropy values within the bins

● The QR Code Scanner and MetaData Extractors are published on GitHub and are currently used 
by two academic institutions 
○ Scanner works best for images with a contrasting background to the QR code 

● Difficult to obtain a ground truth for hairiness
○ The manual process to create a hair mask dataset is extremely time consuming and it would be 

more efficient to automate this process

● Entropy algorithm is most accurate with specimens that have low reflectivity and minimal skin 
texture (e.g. pores)
○ One possible route: Without binning, run the entropy script, then analyze the images with 

similar entropy values
○ Binning images based on hairiness & used as ground-truth may lead to misclassification

Model F1/
Accuracy

Bee Masking 97.68%

Hair Masking 87.2%
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